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Abstract. In the last half decade, there has been increasing interest
in the process of information systems modeling, mostly focusing on im-
provement of quality, efficiency, and control. While generic guidelines
and phasing have been explored to a considerable extent, we are still a
long way removed from in-depth understanding, full support, and ad-
equate tooling with respect to operational modeling processes. Build-
ing on existing work in modeling methods and method engineering, we
propose to expand the scope of modeling process research by taking a
Human-Computer Interaction approach, viewing (situational) methods
and their tool support, in combination with participants in operational
process enactment, as an operational interaction system. More in partic-
ular, we discuss the merits of using the Game Metaphor as a clarifying
and goal-setting view on the design of such interaction systems. Thus we
approach Method Engineering as Game Design.

1 Introduction

Modeling (i.e. conceptual modeling, but also other types) is a central activity
in Information Systems engineering and a key topic in IS research. The promise
of model driven systems engineering and Model Driven Architecture (MDA [1])
reflects a tantalizing vision of better and easier representation, visualization,
analysis, and manipulation of conceptual structures in information and knowl-
edge systems development, and far reaching advantages that result from it. Still,
much is left to be desired concerning the scale and quality of modeling in practice.
Industrial use of models is widespread, but mostly relatively primitive in view
of the advanced techniques that are in fact increasingly available. In addition,
even simple, standard models are often not realized because doing so, justifiably
or not, has a low priority or is considered too hard or expensive. Meanwhile,
developers of advanced model-dependent techniques (related to the semantic
web, knowledge-based systems, business engineering, etc.) often assume models
to be available, whereas in practice, creation and management of good models
is not taking place on a sufficient scale. This operational modeling bottle neck
increasingly hampers advance in IT and Business-IT Alignment.

If the promise of model driven systems engineering is to be lived up to, more
needs to be done in order to further the operationalization of modeling. Modeling
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will have to become more efficient, easier (open to people with less modeling ex-
pertise), rendering evident return on investment, and take place (where relevant)
in a truly collaborative setting. Tooling will be a large part of the answer. Human
factors and Human-Computer Interaction issues will have to be systematically
addressed, going beyond aspects usually associated with modeling, i.e. include
operational process management and control, usability of modeling methods and
tools, communication aspects, ergonomic aspects, and even motivational factors
like enjoyment (or aggravation) and challenge (or boredom). In general, we have
to ask ourselves, and find answers to, the question: why does modeling not take
off on the scale needed to fulfill its promises, and what can we do about it?

There is wide consensus (for example in the field of method engineering; see
next section) that if we look at modeling, this should involve modeling languages
as well as modeling processes. In industry and academia alike, extensive atten-
tion has been paid to the former, perhaps excessively so; we refer to the YAMA
Syndrome (Yet Another Modeling Approach; [2]). Far less research concerns
the process (activity) of modeling. We observe that in investigating operational
modeling, the process is of paramount importance. As argued in various previ-
ous papers, a number of process aspects are key to understanding and improv-
ing operational modeling [3]. Some aspects of quality, it seems, can be better
achieved through a good modeling process than by just imposing requirements
on the end product and introducing a standard feedback cycle. This holds in
particular (though not exclusively) for matters of validation and grounding in
a socio-political context (as in collaborative modeling). Also, if we want CASE
tools to develop beyond mere model editors, a more process-oriented approach
seems promising. As suggested, operationalization (in particular if supported by
advanced tools, which we believe to be crucial) also requires a full-blown, dedi-
cated investigation of usability and interaction-oriented functionality (HCI).

This paper mostly concerns a discussion of a research paradigm and design
metaphor that we believe to be rather helpful in taking the direction suggested
above. Put simply, we propose to approach method and tool design as game
design. This is not so much an entirely new direction as a helpful extension and
integration of existing directions. We will discuss parallels between game design
and method engineering, and the merits of the proposed approach.

2 Related work in methods and method engineering

As indicated, perhaps the most immediately relevant field with respect to “method
engineering as game design” is (Situational) Method Engineering (SME). This
field has an open eye to both language and process aspects of methods, and to
useful ways of structuring and representing methods (“method modeling”); see
for example [4–6]. It also explicitly aims to study method engineering in context
of tool support and operationalization. Our current work can indeed be seen
as part of method engineering. We believe, however, that our particular focus
is not mainstream in SME because for now it is less on “situational” aspects
of methods, and also because our focus strictly concerns operational modeling
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methods, viewed in terms of model-oriented “interaction systems”, suggesting
a truly interdisciplinary approach also borrowing from IS analysis and design,
HCI, process management, systems dynamics, CSCW, and so on.

A goal-driven approach to operational method engineering almost inevitably
involves the notion of “quality of models”, as the operationalization of “good
modeling” will have to be based on a setting of clear modeling goals. Substantial
work has been done on this; for overviews, see [7, 9]. Much less work has been
done, however, on quality of the process of modeling. Roughly speaking, two
mains directions have been proposed: identifying courses of action (strategies)
that lead to quality models [12, 11] and identifying metrics and variables for mea-
suring process quality [10, 13, 14]. Also relevant are [15] concering competencies
of participants in modeling processes, and [16], on a practice-based overview of
key concepts for analysis of modeling processes.

Related to the metrics-and-variables approach, but much more rooted in
management science and process optimization, are some rare efforts to apply
Systems Dynamics (SD) to modeling-related processes, for example [17, 18]. We
are hopeful that applying SD to processes for modeling, based on variables pro-
vided by the quality metrics approach rooted in conceptual modeling, will help
analysis and operational optimization of processes for modeling.

A further direction focuses on collaborative aspects of modeling. Relevant
fields include CSCW [19] and collaboration engineering [20]. For underlying the-
ory, the Language Action Perspective approach includes a number of relevant
contributions (for example, [21]), involving disciplines like semiotics, speech act
theory, argumentation theory, and discourse analysis. As part of the collabora-
tive modeling direction, increasingly attention is paid to negotiation [22].

Given the highly interdisciplinary nature of the subject, exploration of rel-
evant literature, which is as fragmented as it is diverse, is an ongoing process.
We do not claim the above overview to be comprehensive.

3 The interaction system approach to operational
modeling

As mentioned, Method Engineering as a branch of the Information Systems
field is related to issues like operational modeling (i.e. practice-oriented, actual
modeling processes) as well as tool support for such processes (mostly, CASE tool
design). However, the ME tradition still centers mostly on conceptual aspects
of modeling languages, and requirements of methods. Processes (procedures for
modeling) are dealt with mostly at the level of phasing; analysis and support of
detailed interaction between modelers and between modelers and models is not
at the core of the field. This focus under emphasizes a number of factors with
respect to successful operationalization of modeling processes.

We advocate a different, more holistic view on operational modeling: that of
an “interaction system” (in the socio-technical sense, i.e. including various ac-
tors and relevant inter-actor interaction) which brings forth models. This notion
relates to some hitherto minor motives in the IS literature: Interactive Models
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[8] and Second Order Information Systems (i.e. information systems that bring
forth information systems) [23]. The basic idea is that formal or semi-formal
models (including conceptual models, business process models, workflow mod-
els, business rules, and so on, and various views or visualizations thereof) are
increasingly the objects that form the primary input for business-oriented IT
development (this is in line with MDA etc.). More and more often (and going
beyond mainstream MDA) software is generated or parametrized strictly on the
basis of such models. This means that interaction with the models changes the
system, directly or indirectly. Thus, model manipulation and the human-human
interactions involved in it can be safely claimed to be an increasingly important
form of Human Computer Interaction. This triggers us to expand our scope on
method engineering to encompass, at least in principle, the whole operational
socio-technical system that brings forth or manipulates models. The full scala of
available (human-centered) IS design and evaluation techniques is waiting to be
unleashed on such systems (including the method aspects embedded in them),
involving factors like usability, user acceptance, motivation, but also efficiency,
effectiveness, etc.

Clearly, CASE-tool-like software is to be an integral part of model-oriented
interaction systems, but we believe that a next generation of CASE tools will go
way beyond the advanced editors of representations they now often are, and will
be much more explicitly process oriented and collaborative, showing properties
currently associated with CSCW systems, negotiation systems, decision support
systems, dialog systems, etc. This is not to say that no such properties are
at all present in current, advanced CASE tools, just that they should become
primary. As is good practice in IS design, they should be based on extensive study
of interaction patterns, activities, tasks, regulations, and strategies that occur
in (collaborative) modeling practice, and of improvement and support thereof.
Research as reported in for example [22, 8, 12, 10] moves in this direction, but we
feel it could benefit from a more holistic, more operations-oriented (practical!),
and also more ambitious context.

Without going as far as providing a generically viable architecture for “model-
oriented interaction systems” here, we suggest (based on papers mentioned, in-
cluding our own work) that such systems could be analyzed and engineered along
the lines of following layers or components:

Interface: templates, views, communication. This is where interaction with
the models, as well as any digitized interaction between participants in the
modeling process, takes place.

Procedures. This is a workflow-like component that helps guide and coordinate
the interactions where required. In many cases, this should not entail detailed
prescription of steps in task execution; in some, it may. Still, some assistance
in coordinating the tasks and interaction in time is highly desirable.

Goals and Tasks. We believe model-oriented interaction systems should be
largely goal-driven. This requires the definition of goals, linked to some con-
ception of which tasks are to be done to achieve the goals [10].
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Basic (inter)actions. Though actual interactions take place through the in-
terface, we intend to also keep track of them at a much more generic, basic,
analytical level. Interactions will be analyzed at the level of speech acts
(discourse analysis), reflecting the detailed and essential communication be-
tween participants and the system. This should allow us to abstract from
specific views and templates and study (and perhaps guide) generic patterns
in conceptualization, collaboration, negotiation, etc. [21, 22].

Rules for Deliverables and their Context. Linked to Goals and Tasks, we
need a mechanism (probably rule based) that enables checking of goals and
sub-goals achieved against a record of actions performed and the state/status
of deliverables. Such rules mostly concern static requirements like syntactic
restrictions on models, dependencies between deliverables (for example, “if
you have X you must also have Y”), and contextual requirements (for ex-
ample, “agreement must exist between such-and-such stakeholders on item
X”) [10].

Repository. This is where all explicit information on deliverables, participants,
interactions, context, and process metrics is represented and kept. It is the
operational dynamic model repository and a log of the interactions through-
out the process; it doubles as a research database.

Please note that the above “components” are not interrelated strictly on the
basis of the “stack” presented above. They are to be reflected in an architecture
with multiple interrelations. Also, the component sketch above is not definitive.

4 Game design: a brief anatomy

In the wake of the enormous growth of the Video Game industry, but also build-
ing on existing academic work in the study of games (not just video games but
any imaginable form of game, from systemic, communicational, design, and cul-
tural perspectives), a new field is emerging called Game Design Theory (GDT).
Let us point out forthwith that we do not refer to Game Theory here (though
some links exist between the fields). In view of the current discussion, one could
say that Game Theory helps analyze strategies for playing (and winning) for-
malized games, whereas Game Design Theory helps analyze and design the rules
etc. of games without including the behavior of (human) players. GDT leaves
the actual playing to humans. In view of method engineering, this is crucial.

We refer to two publications on GDT that we found most useful, and that
are quite comprehensive: Järvinen (2007) [24] and Salen and Zimmerman (2004)
[25]. While both texts provide a wealth of concepts and methods for in-depth
analysis and design of game systems, in this article we use [24] as a reference point
for a “brief anatomy of game design”. We can of course only give a superficial
overview. Note that we aim to compare Game Design and Method Engineering
in the next section, and that in view of this we elaborate more on some game
elements than on others.

Järvinen’s framework for game analysis and design provides nine categories
of key “game elements”:
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1. Components: objects that the player is able to manipulate and possess
in the course of the game. For example: a deck of cards, pieces in a board game,
a football, a character such as Pac-Man.

2. Rule set: rules produce each individual possibility and constraint that a
game has to offer for its players. At its core, designing games equals designing
rules, i.e. constructing a rule set, or implementing existing rule sets for new
games.

In general the rule set defines relationships between the other game elements,
but there are two main functions of rules that are particularly central in game
design. First, rule sets define goals. For example: Guess 7 correct, Score more
points than your opponent, Be first in goal, Save the Princess.

Second, rule sets state procedures. For example: the dealing of cards or a
throw of a dice, game system or referee actions, game component behavior by
artificial intelligence (AI) in digital games. In Järvinen’s framework, procedures
are defined as actions that the game system (rather than players) takes. It take-
sactions with the following purposes: 1) for assigning value to different game
states and outcomes by handing out rewards or penalties, and 2) for governing
the interrelations of game elements, or their attributes. Both types of procedure
handle information within the system.

The distinction between system actions (i.e. procedures) and player actions
(i.e. game mechanics, see 4. below) is useful because players often perform game
mechanics such as running, jumping, etc. whereas game systems do not perform,
but rather, they instantiate actions, such as measuring procedures (e.g. keeping
time for runners, or keeping scores).

3. Environment: the stage for game play. For example: a board, a field, or
a virtual environment in a digital game.

4. Game mechanics describe possible means with which the player can
interact with game elements as she is trying to influence game states in order
to complete a goal. For example: throwing in Basketball, Hitting in Tennis,
Placing Dominoes, Maneouvring in Gran Turismo, Guessing in Lottery games,
etc. Usually, game mechanics have qualitative aspect to them, i.e. whether the
player manages to perform the game mechanics is uncertain, and this is part of
what creates excitement and unpredictability as to how the game plays out.

5. Theme: game theme is the subject matter that is used in contextualizing
the rule set and its game elements to other meanings than those which the game
system as an information system requires. For example: real-estate market in
Monopoly, or a fictional context, or a historical event (World War II in the Axis
Allies or Medal of Honor game series), etc. Theme has a metaphorical function: it
helps the player understand the system of rules as a game in terms of a particular
subject matter rather than the rules in themselves.

6. Information: what the system and players need to know; the game state
communicated. For example, a score board, or a screen display, and/or com-
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ponent attributes such as value or number. Different types of information are
stored in game systems. It can be categorized according to the structure it is
organized into, i.e. according to games as “micro-worlds” with agents, events,
and objects:
– Information about events: outcome information, e.g. success and consequences

of game mechanics.
– Information about agents: player roles, standing and location in the game,

also concerning system-operated players (AI).
– Information about objects: the attributes of components.
– Information about the game system: information in the form of procedures

stated in the rule set and information about game states, the complexity of
which is defined by the configuration of game elements, i.e. the complexity
of the parts of the system as a dynamic whole.

7. Interface: the tools to access game elements via game mechanics when
direct access is impossible. For example, game pads, dance mats, mouse, steering
wheels, etc.

8. Player(s): the human factor in the game; their behavior, mood, abilities
and skills, relationship with games, game tastes.

9. Contexts: the physical location of the game, the time, players personal
histories, and other informal, external aspects to the game system that possibly
affect the experience of playing the game.

At least the following elements are minimally required to design a game: a)
components complemented with rules governing their behavior, b) an informa-
tion structure to store the game states and component attributes and relations,
c) at least one game mechanic to give players something to do, and d) a goal that
the mechanics are designed to help completing, combined with an end or victory
condition. Whatever the set of elements in an individual game is, the players in-
teract with the elements via game mechanics. Game mechanics are compounds
for game elements: minimally, they include the player(s) in the game system, as
they give them the opportunity to play through performing according to their
abilities and skills.

Why is it that all games require at least a rule set, information, components,
and mechanics? The answer is that otherwise the players would have no motiva-
tion (goals) nor means (mechanics) to play the game, nor objects (components)
to focus their actions towards, nor feedback from the game system regarding
their actions (information and rule set procedures, including a score system).
Themes and interfaces are elements that are genre-specific or technology-specific
in nature, but nevertheless common enough to warrant their own element types.

5 Operational method engineering as game design

We trust the reader has already spotted some strong parallels between our own
summary of recent process-oriented work in Method Engineering (section 3)
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and Järvinen’s framework for Game Design. We will proceed to systematically
point out those similarities, which go beyond being merely interesting and create
opportunities for actual implementation, testing, and evolution of operational
modeling methods (i.e. model-oriented interaction systems) in the form of games.
We start out by exploring what game elements (conform sections 3 and 4) would
be typically expected to feature in the design of “games for modeling”.

Components. In an “operational modeling game” these would very likely be
the various intermediary deliverables and end deliverables, and elements thereof.
One could for example encounter components like objects, relations, processes,
definitions, proofs, textual descriptions, scenarios, grammatical analyses, lexical
items, and so on.

Rule set. As can be expected in relation to a rule-based approach to method
modeling, the rule set is key in defining games for modeling. In line with [24],
we distinguish between two rule sets:

Goals. This has a direct parallel with the “Goals and Tasks” component
of the interaction system sketch in section 3. Ultimately, the goal of a mod-
eling game would of course be “make such-and-such model”, with underlying
sub-goals conform further requirements (quality aspects, including syntax, se-
mantics, and pragmatics) of the model. However, in a process-oriented method
approach, intermediary steps and deliverables (for example, a first, sketchy type
analysis or a rough draft of a process flow) may be defined as sub-goals, and even
be assigned “sub games”. Finally, process-oriented goals like timely delivery or
effective iteration may also play a role.

Procedures. Järvinen’s interpretation of “procedures” differs significantly from
the one in method engineering (section 2). The latter refers to patterns for par-
ticipant behavior: advised or prescribed ways for the participants to structure
and fulfill their tasks. Järvinen, on the other hand, explicitly refers to proce-
dures as not applying to players, but to the game system. In Järvinen’s frame-
work, procedures-for-players are reflected by game mechanics. Though in that
framework it is possible to combine elementary game mechanics into more com-
plex mechanics [24, p377], a workflow-like interpretation of procedures (with the
“workflow” coordinating tasks in order to achieve goals) does not readily fit
Järvinen’s game elements framework.

So how do task coordination and strategies relate to that framework? Tasks
(either broken down into or directly corresponding to game mechanics) may be
directly linked to the creation of or iteration between deliverables (intermediate
or end), and also to socio-pragmatic aspects (reach agreement about something,
safeguard mutual understanding, validate). Note that they are ultimately meant
to fulfill goals (in line with [10]). At an advanced level, then, workflow-like rules
may reflect or trigger strategies to be applied in certain situations. This means
they guide player behavior. As a consequence, strategies rather belong to the
realm of Game Theory, not Game Design Theory.

Strategies are for the players to think up and execute (so they indeed are not
part of game design). Alternatively, however, strategies may be built into the
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game as stages or activities (with intermediary deliverables), actively helping
the players to work toward some end goal. Such stages are of course part of
a specific game design, but indeed have no place as key elements in the game
design framework (a meta-model).

As for the interpretation of “procedure” that does fit Järvinen’s terminology
(i.e. the rules-for-the-game-system interpretation): such game system actions
also play an important role in the design of games for modeling. They define the
score system (rewards and penalties), and the interrelationships between game
elements (not unlike a conceptual analysis of the game system, for example by us-
ing an ER or ORM diagram or a UML Class Diagram, and/or rules/constraints).
Once again, this confirms a strong overlap between our rule-based approach to
operational method engineering, and Järvinen’s version of Game Design Theory.

We conclude that despite the terminological confusion concerning “proce-
dures”, our existing approach to method engineering (section 3) and Järvinen’s
framework (section 4) are quite compatible with respect to player action, game
system action, and gaming strategies.

Environment. The “stage for gameplay” in a modeling context is not read-
ily defined. Creativity will be called for here, unless we stick to straightforward
solutions like “a two-dimensional field in which a diagram is drawn” or other en-
vironments already present in current model editors. In any case, the templates,
views, visualizations etc. in model-oriented interaction systems (section 3) are
for a considerable part reflected in the game environment; the game mechanics
(see below) are acted out in this environment.

Game Mechanics. Based on the mechanics library in [24, p378], the interac-
tion types applying to modeling could for example be mechanics like allocation,
arranging, browsing, building, choosing, contracting, conversing, discarding, ex-
pressing, information-seeking, sequencing, storytelling, submitting, substituting,
taking, voting. Interestingly, the majority of the game mechanics listed in [24]
seem fit for possible application in a modeling game. In addition, there seems
to be a potential relation between at least some of the mechanics above and
the “basic interactions” at conversation level referred to in section 3 and in sev-
eral existing publications in method analysis (e.g. proposing, rejecting, arguing,
agreeing, etc.). In addition (as discussed above), more complex, compound game
mechanics may be specified that amount to “tasks” (which the player can choose
to perform as part of the gameplay), but we should take care not to confuse game
mechanics and strategies.

Theme. This is perhaps the most alien of the game elements in view of
games for modeling. Putting specific games in context of the domains being
modeled does not seem an appropriate way of dealing with themes. A more
fruitful approach may be to present the modeler with a metaphorical assignment
that helps focus the mode of communication. For example, a theme might be used
distantly resembling the “telephone metaphor” as used in conceptual modeling:
“imagine you you have to tell a totally literally-minded Martian/genie/gnome
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exactly what domain X (or a certain view thereof) looks like. What would you
tell it?”.

Information. As we view our interaction systems primarily as information
systems both supporting and embodying modeling, there is a clear over-all par-
allel here. Information about modeling events, agents (participants), objects (de-
liverables and elements thereof), and the system (rules, scores, states, etc.) is
present all around, and is administrated by means of a repository.

Interface. This is of course also a primary component of the envisaged op-
erational interaction system (section 3). The objects (deliverables) need to be
acted upon, thus operationalizing the game mechanics (basic interactions). Once
more, we can start out designing game interfaces similar to existing CASE tool
interfaces, but a game context may inspire more innovative forms of interfacing
(and thereby of visualization of views), for example dynamic touch screens, three
dimensional manipulation (even by means of data gloves and goggles), speech
recognition, and so on. Results from mainstream HCI research would have to be
consulted and integrated here.

Players. Obviously, these are the participants (possibly also stakeholders
in a wider sense). Relevant aspects include preferences, behavior, competencies,
expertise, etc. of various roles/stakeholders in modeling. Tuning the gameplay
to the players (or vice versa!) is a key part of operational and SME, and one
of its greatest challenges. Note that under this item, the players as such are
denoted; information about players is in part related to “context” and kept
under “information”.

Contexts. These are as diverse and multi-faceted in modeling as in gam-
ing in general. Parallel gaming, multi-player gaming, realistic versus educational
contexts, virtual environments versus board games or settings similar to man-
agement games: many options are open for exploration. Specific information on
the backgrounds, capacities etc. of players belongs here as well.

In addition to the above analysis based on game elements, we would like to
point out some further issues in “modeling as a game”.

Rule-based method modeling
Various approaches in method modeling, including our own, to some degree

use rules (or schemas that can be transformed to rules) to represent methods.
This is particularly useful if methods (method support) are to be implemented
in a CASE tool, as it enables techniques like automated model checking (consis-
tency, syntactic correctness, etc.), customization of languages (rules parametrize
the modeling language), but also “context checking” (meta-data on the model
that links it to its social context and the requirements on agreement; pragmatic
quality, etc. [8]) and even situational procedural regulation (process checking
and guidance, e.g. by means of a dynamic “modeling agenda”, as we suggested
in previous work [12]).
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Score systems. Score systems tell players how well they are doing, and
scores usually are central in victory and end conditions of games. A central idea
in our game-based vision for method engineering is to devise score systems linked
to operational quality metrics. In theory this should enable us to encourage and
help the players to achieve highest possible quality without prescribing them
what to do in too much detail. Designing such score systems is a research question
rather than a solution, especially since it requires the development of quality
metrics first. And yet, it seems to provide at least a possible answer to the
urgent question how to guide participants toward high quality models without
overly prescribing them what to do (detailed procedures). It also points toward
a certain way of shaping and deploying quality metrics. Notably, the idea of
using a quality score system is not all new; for example, an existing tool for rule
management called RuleXpress (a business rule editor: see www.rulexpress.com)
already successfully includes an elaborate quality score system, yet without using
a further game-like context.

Playability and emotive factors. A crucial aspect in game design that
has been mostly neglected in this paper is the link between the game system and
the emotions and experiences it creates in the players. In view of the “utility
of games”, it can of course be argued that whereas to invoke entertainment,
excitement, challenge etc. are primary goals in many games, in “serious gaming”
(including military and technical simulations, management games, and so on),
goals like education, training, and even controlled execution of real tasks are
more important. However, from a HCI perspective, emotive and motivational
factors cannot be ignored. It would certainly not hurt to make modeling fun, or
at least make it a pleasant challenge. Game Design Theory has much to offer here.
But even if we discard the evocation of positive emotions, there still is the more
urgent issue of avoiding negative emotions (frustration, inadequacy, boredom).
Linking this to preferences, tastes, interests, and capabilities of specific players,
emotive analysis may well help us design the right game (method) for the right
player.

Figure 1 presents an overview of relations between key elements of “model-
oriented interaction systems” and “games for modeling”. Note that several el-
ement under “Interactive Modeling System Components” are not explicitly re-
lated to “Game Elements Applied to Games for Modeling”. First, procedures (left
column). As discussed above, such procedures (workflow, strategies) are either
reflected in some particular game design (as stages or sub-games), or are left for
the players to enact. Also, domain specific context and participants/stakeholders
(middle column) stand alone. The domain specific context is left implicit in pre-
vious work on operational modeling, but could indeed be fruitfully introduced.
The participants/stakeholders are of course part of interaction systems as well
but again were not explicitly included in the interaction system framework. This
illustrates that using the game system approach provides a comprehensive view
on interaction systems.
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Fig. 1. Relationships between game elements and interaction system components

6 Conclusions and future directions

We have argued in favor of applying the game metaphor to operational method
engineering (with a focus on modeling): to approach the analysis and design of
systems embodying and supporting the creation of models as if it concerns the
design of games. We have discussed recent work in method engineering, in par-
ticular process-oriented work (some of it our own) which emphasizes modeling-
related human-human and human-computer interaction. We also presented the
basics of a state-of-the-art, comprehensive framework for game design, and com-
pared concepts from process-oriented method engineering with that framework.
We concluded that basic elements of Game Design Theory match the elements
present in process-oriented method engineering to a very large degree. In addi-
tion, we put forward the following arguments in favor of approaching operational
Method Engineering as Game Design:

– Implementation of “games for modeling” as digital games is a clear option,
which is supported by Game Design Theory and experiences in video game
development, and also by the great similarity between “interaction systems”
and “game systems”. This suggests a promising direction of creating CASE
tools (virtual collaborative modeling environments) with game character-
istics. “Playability” of the game is then analogous with “usability” of the
interaction system as well as “workability” of the method.

– Shaping modeling methods as games, digitally or not, creates good opportu-
nities for controllable, repeatable experiments concerning operational mod-
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eling. Data gathering is greatly helped by the game information structure
that is inherently in place. Also, gameplay requires clearly defined goals. The
gaming metaphor makes various aspects of experiment design and method
engineering clearer and forces us to address all matters relevant to the opera-
tionalization of methods for modeling. In sum, the gaming approach provides
an ideal context for operational method evaluation and research.

– In a similar vein, the design of score systems that reflect quality metrics
(still very much a research question!) provides opportunities for informing
modelers about how they are doing as the game is played, and thereby guide
them without imposing restrictive procedures. Thus we hope to design envi-
ronments that optimize human creativity and ingenuity in solving modeling
problems while also safeguarding formal and pragmatic quality requirements.

– Though not explored in any depth in this paper, Game Design Theory of-
fers possibilities to analyze and design emotive and motivational factors in
modeling, which play a role in the operationalization of methods.

– Whereas we emphasized the distinction between game theory and game de-
sign theory, shaping methods as games does improve possibilities to explore
game theoretical approaches to finding the best strategies for optimizing
scores in games for modeling. Note, however, that we believe that reason-
ably successful game design and implementation with human players will
be required before serious, empirically backed up explorations of applying
game theory may become possible. This may eventually lead to partial or
even full automation of modeling tasks (bringing modeling into the realm of
Multi Agent Systems). We hope to have made it clear that we want to study
and further actual, collaborative human-human and human-model interac-
tion before engaging in automation of modeling. Still, support of interactive
modeling can benefit greatly from AI techniques; our rule-based approach
may be an enabling factor here.

The work to be done is reasonably clear. We will design some initial pilot
games (in fact we are in the process of doing so), run those games, gather data,
and start exploring and improving them. We aim primarily at games for en-
terprise engineering and business modeling, but do not rule out other areas in
which low-threshold formal modeling is an issue. For the games, we will set goals
that reflect real life goals rather than academic ones (for example, we prefer to
use industrial modeling languages and formats). We will explore game types and
specific game designs, borrowing from existing games where possible and at-
tempting some out-of-the-box thinking about modeling and modeling support.
Cooperation with CASE tool developers will be sought.

We have mostly referred to operational methods and games as if these are to
be applied in real-life modeling, i.e. in the execution of actual industrial modeling
tasks. While this is indeed our long term vision, we do recognize that for various
reasons, this is not a realistic option in the shorter term. This still leaves good
opportunities for applying the game metaphor in research and education. Also,
it is important to note that application of the game metaphor to methods and
CASE tools need not entail full-blown video game play. Just the introduction
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of clear rules and a score system, or other characteristics of games, in methods
or virtual modeling environments may also be helpful. Finally, we refer to the
flourishing field of serious games and simulations, and point out that to introduce
game-like ways of supporting formal and semi-formal modeling in that field may
lead to interesting cross-fertilization.
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